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Join us as we gather on the shores of our luxurious beaches, where we found a place to feel, bathe in the Peninsula Hot Springs sit and be 
amongst these transformative ocean tides ... somewhere which has been left alone in its remote glory, amongst our beautiful Bays, yes it’s the 
tranquil St. Andrews Beach on the Mornington Peninsula, where this dream has been co-created by Michele Kingston, Lauren Lemuria, Jax 
Atlantis, Zanda Mermaid and Dianne Kerr along with Mother Ocean and her Water custodians.  We offer you a magical weekend of Ocean 
treats including a special seafood banquet at the Portsea Hotel for our Gala Dinner party. Designing and creating your Authentic mermaid 
costume, we express many sensual feelings that have waited to rise up to shine that will reflect your nature, we make  our crowns with pearls 
and shells, a magical mirror to reveal your Inner beauty, jewellery for self love, a smashing and splashing tail as we swim in them with the 
Dolphins, receiving wonderful foot scrubs in the nearby rock pools, relaxing massages just to add to the treats, enjoying beautiful ocean meals 
throughout the weekend and accommodation is offered to those who need to stay. Welcoming Photographs, certificates, sashes for our 
selected Queen and other prizes for our Fundraising Charity. We will meet Mother Ocean in this ceremony at the DIVINE LIGHT OCEAN 
TEMPLE. Its Divine timing now to gather amongst the Oceanic waves of LOVE where we have put together a Winter retreat, allowing you to 
awaken your clarity on your own beauty to liberate your soul in the Hot Springs.  The Mermaid Love Retreats are designed just for you and a 
special group of people, where we will participate in many heartfelt activities....such as beautiful ocean walks, Yoga, Meditation, Lomi dancing, 

Sound Massage and Ocean Star Gate Readings etc.,                  Please contact us if you’d like more information...    Michele on 0409 406 446 

www.DivineLightOceanTemple.com      

   Dianne Kerr                  Lauren Travis             Zanda Fryd         Michele Kingston            Jax Atlantis                                       

Mermaid Yoga           Mermaid Beauty Spa         Caterer                 Facilitator               Dolphin Instructor            Peace               Whale Meditations              

   

   

  

       REMEMBER Being Emerged In Water,  

so Light and free With Mother Ocean SEA 

 

                Oceana  calls  all  Sea  Priestesses  

                and AQUA King  Neptunes 
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